ATTENTION
HOW TO SURVIVE THE workForce

zombIe apocalypse

SURVIVAL STRATEGIES
3
JOB SEEKER ZOMBIES
TYPES OF WORKFORCE ZOMBIES - KNOW YOUR ENEMY

PROBLEM: They don’t realize their jobs are gone. They don’t
know where to go and are destined to wander the earth seeking
meaningful work. They can come in hordes and as lone wolves.
But, there are too many to be tackled solo.

COMBAT DIFFICULTY - MODERATE

EMPLOYER ZOMBIES

PROBLEM: They can’t find the workers they need and wander
aimlessly moaning about the failure of the workforce system to deliver
skilled workers. They are heavy armed with strong weapons.They
know what they want, but can’t seem to find it anywhere.
COMBAT DIFFICULTY - HARD

SOLUTION: Converting them requires EmpyraWorks’ Employer Relationship Management and the ability to build a trusted
talent supply chain that can help.

COMBAT DIFFICULTY - INTENSE

PROBLEM: The most difficult zombies, can infiltrate
the smartest workforce boards and slowly spread
pestilence causing a drift to low-performance.
SOLUTION: They can be converted through raw
energy coupled with metrics and structure - such as
you’ll gain from EmpyraWorks’ workforce workflow
and performance analytics.
THIS INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED TO YOU AS A PUBLIC
SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT FROM YOUR FRIENDS AT EMPYRAWORKS.

TOOLS YOU WILL NEED TO SURVIVE
DISTRACTION DEVICE

REACHING DEVICE

JOB SEEKER

EXTENDED

Our mobile app
stealthily directs seeker
zombies to jobs matching
skills they still possess and gets them on
track to return to the world of the living.

EmpyraWorks
provides the
ability for you to
reach further,
perform better,
and grasp the
opportunities
presented
during the
battles waged for the
next American workforce.

MOBILE APP

SOLUTION: You’ll need EmpyraWorks’ enhanced virtual
services to survive this mob. It has been demonstrated that you
can successfully convert them to high performing workers, but
only with personalized virtual services and smart workflows.

STAFF ZOMBIES

THE NECESSITIES

PROTECTION

STAFF

FORCE FIELD

The best protection is prevention. Our
workflows and analytics create a force field
of protection around your staff, enabling
them to solve workforce problems and be
proactive against zombie attacks.

COMMUNICATION &
ALERT DEVICE

EMPLOYER

BEACONING

Employer zombies need to alert you to their
needs, and you need to demonstrate that
you can rise to the occasion. EmpyraWorks’
Employer Relationship Management module
provides a direct link to employers so you can
convert them into examples of your success.

(866) 427-6808 www.empyraworks.com

20 Federal Place, 2C Youngstown, OH 44503

ARM

ADAPTIVE DEVICE

CLOUD-BASED

SWISS ARMY

KNIFE

Our
ability to
integrate
into legacy
systems is legendary.
This cloud-based Swiss
army knife will get you
out of danger and also
ensure that you can
lock into other systems
for integrated results.

